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We present some combinatorial identities concerning the number T,(n, j) of all T, topologies 
on n points with j open sets (which is also the number of all posets with R elements and j 
antichains). The average cardinality cd (TO) topologies on n points is shown to be 2n12+0(iog”J. 
0. Introduction and survey 
It is a long-standing combinatorial problem to determine the number A,(n) of 
all To topologies (resp. partial orders) on a finite set with n elements (‘n-set’). 
Although the values for n s 11 are known (see [3,5,6,7]) and an asymptotic 
formula for Ao(n) has been given in [8], no simple explicit or recursive formula 
for Ao(n) has been found until today. All the less one can expect a simple 
expression for the number T&t, j) of all To topologies on an n-set possessing 
exactly j open sets. However, we demonstrate in this paper how to compute the 
value of A*(n) (without involving any order-theoretical considerations) if only the 
numbers T,(k,-j) are kklown for k < n -3. Unfortunately, there is little hope to 
extend these results in order to get a recursion formula for A&). 8ne step in this 
direction may be the following main result derived in Section 3: 
Let A(n, m) denote the number of those partial orders on a given n-set X for 
which a certain firred subset 2 with m elements is an antichain. Then A(n, m) is 
also the number of all partial orders on an (n -I- 1)-set with a prescribed (m -+ 1)-eset 
of maximal elements. 
Some numerical tables concerning the numbers T,(n, j) and A(n, m) are to be 
found after Section 4. III the last paragraph, we show that the average cardinality 
Of (To) topologies on n points is 2”‘2+000p:n) a d compare this quantity with the 
quotient q(n) = A,(n + 1)/A&z). 
A part of the presented results are contained A~ the author’s thesis Sfruktur- 
und AnzahZfomeln fib Toyologien auf endlichen Mengen (Universitgt Miinster 
1972). For further considerations On cardinalities of finite topologies, the reader is 
referred to [9]. 
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1. Order relafiions and topologies 
We start with some useful notational conventions. Given a relation R on a set 
X, we write 
RY=(x~x:xRy for-some yEy) (YCX), 
YR = {x E X: yRx for some y E Y) 
Ry=R(y)={x~X:xRy) (YEX?. 
yR = {y}R y- , - E X: yRx} 
If R is a quasiorder (i.e. c -eflexive and transitive relation) on X, then the sets RY 
and YR are referred to as the lower resp. upper end generated by Y. The lower 
ends of any quasiorder R form a topology 
8(R)=:(RY: YcX)={YcX: RYc Y), 
and so do the upper ends. Moreover, the latter are precisely the closed sets with 
respect to 8(R): in other words, a set is a lower end iff its complement is an upper 
end. Thus, denoting the dual relation by I?“, we have 
8W) L= {X\ Y: YE O(R)}. 
Now let X be a finite set of cardinality n and % a topology on X. Then the 
system ST” of all closed sets is also a topology on X, and each point x E X has a 
!east neighborhood 
called the neighborhood core of x. Similarly, 
irl the least closed set containing x, called the point closure of x. By the finiteness 
assumption, each topology % on X is the lower end topology 8(R) of a unique 
quasiorder R which is given by 
Hence there is a ,Bne-to-one correspondence 8 between the set S(X) oi a\11 
quasiorders and the set T(X) of all topologies on X. Moreover, this bijection 
induces a one-to-one correspondence between the set S,(X) of all partial orders 
and the set YJX) of all To toyologzes on X (cf. [ 1; 2, p. 117; lo]). 
For any topology % on X, the bets 
form a partition T(Z) of X, and the corresponding equivalence relation is given by 
---y($B,(~,-B,(~~C,(‘~)=C,(~. 
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Obviously, the natural surjection 
p:X-W$C), x -A,(~ 
induces a lattice isomorphism between SiE and the quotient topo@gy 5&= 
{p(U): U ~a}, and the latter is always To. Moreover, &en a fked partition 8 of 
X, the assignment % ++ &c. is a bijection between the set 01 all topologies % on X 
Iwith n(z) = @ and the set of all To topologies on @. Hen=, denoting the number 
of partitions of an n-set into m disjoint subsets by S(n, m) (‘SHng numbers of the 
second kind’, cf. [4, Chapter VJ), we obtain: 
Lemma 1.1. Let Tp(n) denote the number of all topologies on a fixed n-set X 
possessing a certain property P which is preserued under Zatticci isomorphisms, and let 
I’&) denote the number of all TO topologies on X with this property. Then 
TPO= $ S(n, m)T&n) (WO). 
m=l 
Of particular interest for our present studies is the following specialization: Let 
T(n, i) resp. ‘I’&, i) denote the number of ,alI topologies resp. TG topologies on X 
with exactly i open sets. 1By the previous rem~ks, T(n, j) resp. T&z, i) is also the 
number of all quasiorders resp. partial orders on X with exactly i lower (or 
equivalently, upper) ends. Since cardinahties are preserved under isomorphisms, 
Lemma 1.1 leads to 
CmOlkY 13. T(n, j) =CEzl S(n, m)T&n, j) (n >O). 
Thereby, the general problem of determining the cardinalities of finite to- 
pologies is reduced to the To ease. Of course, 
A(n) = f T(n, jj 
j=l 
is the number of all topologies resp. quasiorders on an n-set X, and 
is that of all Tc, topologies resp. partial orders \m X. The identity 
A(+ 2 S(n, m)A&n) (n >O) 
m= 1 
y been established in [3 and 7] (see also [6 and 4, p. 2291). 
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2. A recmsive cm&mction al kite parGaIly ordered sets 
Let Y and 2 bc disjoint sets (not necessarily finite), R a quasiorder on Y, and cp 
a map from 2 in1 t’ rhe lower end topology 8(R), i.e. an element of 3(R)=. We 
consider the relat& 
R(cp)=RU((y, :)E YxZ: yap(z)}UIz 
where 1, = {(z, z): z E Z] is the identity or diagonaE of 2. By definition, R(q) is a 
reflexive relation on X =- Y UZ, and it is not hard to check that R(cp) is also 
transitive: Choose x‘, y, z E X with xR(cp)y and yR(qp)z. 
Case 1. x, y, z E E Then xRy and yRz whence xRz. 
Case i. 36 E Y; y, z E Z. Then y = z ani x E q,(y) = q(z). 
Case 3. x, y E Y; z E Z. Then xRy and y E <p(z), and q(z) E @(R) yields x E g(z). 
Case 4. Y, y, z F Z. Then x = y - z. 
In dny case, we obtain xR(cp)z, as desired. Hence R(q) is always a quasiorder on 
X = Y U Z, and of course, it is anti-symmetric (i.e. a partial order) iff this is true 
for R. Furthermore, each z E Z is maximal with respect to R(q). 
Now let @(Y, 2) denote the set of all n;a,>s cp : 2 -+ 8(R) where H runs over 
the partial orders on Y. Thus 
S”( Y, Z! I= !J {i?(R)? R E 1,(Y)}, 
and this is a disjoint union. &(X, Z) will indicate the set of all partial orders on X 
for which each z E Z is a maximal element. 
Theorem 2.1.. Let X be the disjoint union of Y and Z. Then the assignment 
rp r--, R(q) is a bijection between @(Y, Z) and &X, Z). 
Proof. We have already seen that R(g) is in fact a member of&(X, Z) whenever 
‘p ES( Y, Z). The injectivity of the assignment cp c+ R(cp) is clear since R = 
R(cp)ly = R(p) n (Y x Y) and Q(Z) = R(cp)z\(z} for all z E Z. 
To show stlrjectivity, consider an arbitrary partial order R’ E 2(X, Z). Then the 
induced relation R = R’lY is a partial order on Y, and for each z E 2.. the set 
R’t \{z} is a lower end of R. Indeed, xRy and y E R’z \{z} imp& xR’z, and the 
assumption x E Z would lead to the contradiction x = z becatise the elements of 2 
are mliximal with respect to R’; thus only x E Y and xf z is possible, so that 
x E R’z \{z}. Accordinglv, we have a well-defined map 
p:Z-+S(R), z - R’r \ (z}, 
and it is clear that R’ = R(q) (since R’y = Ry for y E Y and R’z = p(z) U(z) for 
ZEZ). 
Corollary 2.2, The assignment cp I+ R(q) induces a bijection between the set 
9(Y, Z> = {cp E 3(.R)=: R G 9,.,( Y), Y = U q(Z)} 
and the set .&(X, 2) of all partial orders on X = Y UZfor which Z is exactly the set 
of all ~~axi~ai elements. 
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Proof. For Q E SF{ Y, ii!& the elements of Y = X\ Z are not maximal with respect 
to R(Q) since the equation Y = U ~(2) entails that for each y C: Y there exists at 
least one 2 E 2 with _y E Q(Z), i.e. yR(~)z. Hence QP~ ZF(Y, Z) implies R(Q) E 
Jac(X, Z), and the converse implicationis shown analogously. 
This corollary provides us with a recursive constru&on of all partial orders on a 
finite set X from those on proper subsets of X: 
CotoRaty 2.3. Let S(X) denote the set of al2 maps Q : Z + e(a) where Z is a 
nonempty subset of the nonempty finite set XT R is Q partial order on X\ 2, and 
X\ Z is covered by the sets in the image of Q. Then the asGgnment Q I+ R(Q) 
induces a bijection between S(x) and S,(X). 
A similar construction of finite (‘I”) topologies has been described in [6]. 
We come now to the combinatorial evaluation of the previously derived results. 
Again, let X be the disjoint union of two finite sets, say IYI = k, 121 = m, 
IX\ = n = k + m. Obviously, the following definitions only depend on the car- 
dinalities k, m, n; so we may assume, without loss of generality, that X = n = 
11,. l ‘, n), Y=k=(l,..., k}, Z={k+l,..., n}. We set 
F(k, :ir,~ =I#( Y, Z)l = 
W, m) = IWY, Z>I, 
ti(n, m) = I&X, 
M(n, m) = I&(X, 
Note that M(n, 0) = 0 for 
the number of all partial 
elements, and 
Z)l, 
ai. 
n > 0 while M(O, 0) = 1. By definition, (z) l M(n, m) is 
orders 011 X with exactly m maximal (resp. minimal) 
A*(n) = &I, 0) = t 
m=O 
(i) l M(n, m) 
is the number of all partial orders on X. Passing from order relations to 
topologies, we find that (z) l M(n, m) is also the number of all To topologies on n 
points with exactly m isolated points. The numbers in question are related as 
follows: 
Theorem 2.4, For all nonnegative integers k, m, we have 
(1) 
4.2) 
p(k, m) = .6f(k + m, m) = 
k 
to 
M(k+m,r+m)= T,(k W’, 
t=O r j=T_ 
F(k, m) = M(k t m, m) = a{k + m, Y + m)(4)’ = fok iY” 
j=l 
where &(k, j) = C!L, (~)T,(k - r, j)(j)‘. 
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Proof. (I) The equation p( k, m) = &k + m, na) is clear by Theorem 2.1. S~econd, 
J&(X, 2) is the disjoint union of the sets 4(X, 2 U W) where W runs over the 
subsets of Y = X\Z, and there are (F) such subsets having r elements. The 
cardinality of the corresponding sets &(X, 2 U W) is IW(k + m, r+ m). Third, we 
have 
(2) The first equation follows from Corollary 2.2, and the second is 
obtained from (1) by Mobius inversion. The third equality is an easy consequ- 
ence of the identity 
ti(k+m, r+m)= i T,(k--r,j)j’*” 
j=l 
derived in ( 1). 
The case m = 0 leads to 
Corollary 2.5. For all positive integers n, 
0 = f (:!fi(& r)(-ly = E fob i), 
r=O j=l 
Thereby, the number A,,(n) of ali To topologies on n points has been expressed in 
terms of the numbers TO( k, i) for k < n. Later on, we shall see that it even suf%es 
to know the values of T,(k, j) for k s n - 3. 
Numerical tables for the quantities discussed above will be given after Section 4. 
3. Antichains and m&al elementi 
Given a poset (X, I?), a subset of pairwise incomparable elements is called an 
antichain. Thus 2 c X is an antichain ti the induced relation I& is the identity 
Iz. The following observation is well known (cf. [2, p. 1821): 
I& a 3.1, For any finite poset (X, R), the map Y t+ RY (resp. Y ~3 YR) 
induces a bijection between the anti&aim and the lower (resp. upper) ends. 
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Accordingly, T&z, i) also. indicates the number of all posets with tt elements 
possessing exactly p’ antichains. 
For any two subsets Y, Z or’ X, let us denote by C(X, y) the set af all partial 
orders on X for which Y is an uppr end, qnd by &xX, 2) the set of aI1 pmtial 
orders on .X for, which 2 is an a&&& obvi6$t~ly, 2 is both, akupper end and 
an antichain ifI it consists of maximal elements only, Iknce 
J&x, Z) = %(X, Z) n se@, 2). 
More generally, one has 
Lemma 3,2. Let R&(X, Y)f\.d(X,Z) where Zc YdZZ. Then Rd(X,Z). 
proof, We have to show that under the given hypotheses, each z E Z is maxinxl 
with respect o the partial order R. Suppose z c 2 and z& for some x E X. Then 
x E z&! c ZI? c YI? c Y c R.2 since t’ is an upper end of R. Thus z% and XRZ’ 
for suitable Z’E 2, which is only possible when z = x = z‘ (because Z is an 
antichsin). 
In the 
Mtn, nt) 
For thalt 
sequel, we shall derive an interesting connection between the numbers 
and 
A(n, m) = \d(X, z)l (IX!= n, lzl= p11). 
purpose, we study certain self-inverse mappings of the sets 
%(X, Y)={Re&,(X): YR~Y)=(RE~~(X):(Y~(X\Y?)~R=~~. 
Any relation R E %[X, Y) may be represented as a disjoint union of three subsets 
JG = RlX\Y, 
&=(W\Y)xgOnR 
R3 = Rlu. 
We define a relation cy(R) = S1 U Sz US, by 
Sl= R*h, 
SJ= R*ly. 
Then a straightforward computation gives try(R)2 = Sf U S,S2 U S& U S$ [all 
other occurring relation products are empty). Since R is a partial order, so are RI, 
R3, S1, and S3. IIence, in order to show that a,(R) is also a partlial order, it 
suffices ta vetiy the inclusions S,S, c S, and S2S3 c&. Suppose xSl;y and yS,z. 
Then x, y E X\ I*; z E Y, and yRx but not y&. By transitivity of R, XRZ camlot 
hold either, and consequently, we must have xS,z. This proves the inclusion 
S& c S2, and S& c S3 is shown analogously. By definition, c+(R) does not 
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intersect the Cartesian product Y X (X\ Y), and we conclude that a,(R) is a 
member of %(X, Y) whenever W is. /.. twofold application of a, gives back the 
initial partiai order; so we arrive at 
Lemma 3.3. The map ay is a self-inverse bijection of % (X, Y). Moreover, for each 
subset Z of Y, ay induces a sel;!-inverse bijection of %(X, Y) n&(X, Z) (and in 
particulc!r of Ji (X, Y)). 
For the second statement, one only has to observe that I& = Iz is tantamount 
to R*IZ = Iz. Now we are in positive to show 
Theorem 3.4. M( n + 1, m + 1) = A(n, m) for all nonnegative integers n 2 m. 
Proof. Consider a fixed n-set X and a subset Z of X with m elements. Further, 
choose any element y not in X. By Lemma 3.3, there is a well-defined map 
~:~(XU{Y),ZU{Y})-,~~(X,Z), R-qc\&&). 
Note that Y = X \ Ry is in fact an upper end of the induced relation Rlx because 
Ry is a lower end of R. First, let us verify the equation 
Y=&(R) (*) 
Given z E Z and x E X with (z, X)E C(R), we obtain (z, X)E S1 U S2 U S3 where 
S, = R”I,,,, S2 = ((X \ Y) x Y) \ R, S3 = R *ly. Maximality of z excludes the possi- 
bility rRy, so we must have z E X\ Ry = Y, and it follows that (z, x) E S3, x E Y. 
This proves the inclusion Za(R) c Y. Conversely, assume x E Y. By finiteness of X, 
we find some z E Z U(y) with xl&. (Recall that Z U(y) is the set of til maximal 
elements with respect to R). But z = y is impos%ibie as x E Y = X\Ky, so z must 
belong to Z c Y, and we infer (z, x) E S3 c. a(R), that is, x E Z&(R). 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 will be complete as soon ‘:‘. we have shown that a is 
bijective. 
(a) (r is injective. Let RE&(XU{~),ZU{~}) and R’=o(R)=o,(Rl,,& By (*). 
we have Ry=(X\Y)U{y}=(X\ZR’)U(y}, and by Lemma 3.3, I&= 
ay (ay (R Ix> = u&R’), whence R is uniquely determined by its iiT&ge R’. 
(b) (T is surjective. Given a partial order R’E d(X, Z), we consider the upper 
end Y = ZR’. By Lemma 3.3, R = uy(R’) is a member of %(X, Y) r\d(X, Z). We 
claim that Y must be contained in RZ: For each x E Y, thtre is some z E Z with 
(z, x) E R’. Now z E 2 c Y implies (x, z) E R’*ly c a,(R’) = R, i.e., x E Rz c RZ. 
Hence we may apply Lemma 3.2 to derive that R E&X, Z). Of course, R”= 
R Ix\,= is a partial order OJI X\ Z, and since each z E Z is maximal with respect to 
R, we obtain Rz \(z} = Rz \ Z E O(R”). Furthermore, Y is an upper end of R 
containing Z, and consequently, X \ Y is a lower end of R” = R Ixiz. Thus we can 
define a map 
cp : Z U{y> -+ O(R”), v-X\Y, z-Rz’,{t) (zEZ), 
1.27 
satisfying the covering condition IJ 4$Z U(y)) = (RZ U(X\ Y))\Z = X\Z. Now, 
from Corollary 2.2, we infer that R(Q) is a member of &(XU(x}, 2 U(y)). 
Moreover, R( ~p)l~ =R”U((x, z)E(X\Z)XZ: x~cg(z))UI~ =R, and R(rp)y = 
(X\ Y) U {y}. This finally gives P(~~~)) = +(R)= R’, and we have found an 
inverse image of R’ under o. 
Let us notice some useful applications of Theorem 3.4. 
CWO&~~ 3.5. (1) M(n + 1,l) = M(n + 1,2) = A&). 
(2) A&n + l)a (” i2)A,(n). 
proof. (1) Trivially, an empty or one-element poset is an antichain. Hence 
&(X9 9) = -d(X, {XI) = a,(X), A(n, 0) == A(n, 1) = Ao(n). 
(2) Ao(n+l)= t (n;l)M(il+l,m)+;l)M(n+l,l) 
m=O 
+ (“i ‘)M(n f- 2,2) = [’ i2)&(n). 
Cortiilary 3.5 (1) tells us that for m = 1 and m = 2, the number of all partial 
orders on an (n + 1)-set with exactly m maximal elements is (“L’) times the 
number of ~11 partial orders on an n-set. Table 3 will show that this ftik to be true 
for any m > 2. A further consequence of Theorem 3.4 is 
Corollary 3.6. The function M(n, m) is monotone decreming in m, and the 
function S(n, m)AO(m) is monotone increasing in m. 
Proof. Clearly, d(X, Y) is contsked in Se(X, 2) whenever 2 c Y t= X. Hence 
A(n, m) is monotone decreasing in m, and so is M(n, m) = A(n - 1, m - I). 
From the well- known recurrence relation 
S(n+l,m)=Sbz,m-l)+mS(n,m) (lOnan) 
(cf. [4, p. 2081) aQd the identities S(n, n) = 1, S(n, n - 1) = (!), one easily derives 
the inequality I. 
S(n, m-l-i) for lGm<n. 
Hence 
S(n, m)A&n) s S(n, m)A,(m) . (m;1)-1(m:2) 
< S(n, m + l)A,(m + l), 
by Corollary 3.5(2). 
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4. Nmerical evahatiam 
The identity 
Aoh) = m$, (;)Mh 4 = i”;l)A,(n-l)+ $ (;)M(n,m) 
m=3 
together with Theorem 2.4 enables us to calculate the number A&z) of all partial 
orders on a set with n elements whenever the numbers ‘I’&, j) have been found 
for k d n - 3. The vaiues of A,(n) for n ~6 have been published by Comtet [3] in 
196L Evans, Harary and I.+n [7] employed computer techniques to obtain the 
values for n s 8, in 1967. Using some of the above-mentioned results, the author 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 
A,,(n) 1 3 19 219 4231 130 023 6 129 859 431723 379 
computed the values for n ~9 in his 1972 thesis and obtained A,(9) = 
44 5 11042 511 (cf. [B]). In 1977, Das [S] has found, with the help of a sophisti- 
cated computer program, the values A,( 10) = 6 611065 248 783, A,( 11) = 
1396 281677 105 899. 
The discrete topology on n points has 2” open sets. On the other hand, the 
smallest possible cardinality of a To topology on n points is n + 1 since at least the 
n distinct neighborhood cores and the empty set are open. Thus 
TJn, j) = 0 for j s n and for j > 2”. 
Special identities for TO( n, j), including all j G n + 3 and all j 2 7 l 2n-4, havt= been 
given by Stanley [ll]. Tables 1, 2 and 3 were calculated without using any digital 
computer, so it is hoped that much more numerical material will be available by 
the aid of a machine program. 
5, The average cardinS@ of finite (To) topologies 
As already mentioned in Section 4, the cardinality of a 7; topology on n points 
lies between n -I- 1 and 2”. Now it is obvious to ask for the average cardinality, in 
other words, to investigate the mean 
Table 4 suggests that 2n/2+1 is a good estimate for co(n). 
In view of the numerical results established in Table 4, it will be of interest \o 
compare the numbers c,(n) with the quotients q(n) = A,(n + l)/Ao(n). 
51. F(n, 1) s A,(n + 1) H ‘-* .C \fb+ l)E(n, 1). Hence 1 <q(n)/co(n)< n -+ 1. 
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1000 0 0 
2100 0 0 
3 20 0 0 
4 16 0 0 
5 6 24 0 
6 6 36 120 
7 0 54 240 
8 1 48 450 
9 20 600 
10 24 660 
11 0 500 
12 12 540 
13 0 240 
14 0 390 
15 0 120 
16 1 180 
17 10 
18 100 
19 0 
20 60 
21 0 
LL 0 
23 0 
24 20 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 1 
-1 1 -1 
1 -4 12 
2 -18 
1 -6 
6 
6 
0 
1 
1 
-32 
108 
.O 
-96 
- 108 
54 
16 
20 
24 
0 
12 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-1 
80 
-540 
320 
900 
1200 
-1650 
-830 
-300 
-540 
500 
-180 
240 
390 
120 
100 
10 
100 
0 
60 
0 
0 
0 
25 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
_.: 
129 
proof. By Theorem 2.4, we have ~(FI, 1) = A&I + I, 1) s A&n + 1). On the other 
hand, for any set X with n + 1 elements, we obtain 
A&I + 1) z= j.C&,(X)l = 1 U {&X, {x}): x E x)1 d (n + l)fi(n + 1,l). 
In [6], it has been show that 
Id A&) = $n2 + O(n ld2n), ldq(n)=&n+U(&ldn), 
where ld denotes the dyadic logarithm (base 2). Later on, IQ&man and 
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Table 2. The numbers ‘ii&, j) and ‘&(n, j) for 12 = 6 
i 736, i) 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 720 
8 1800 
9 3 960 
10 6 570 
11 9 480 
12 11520 
13 11760 
14 12960 
15 10 820 
16 12240 
17 8 280 
18 10290 
19 4110 
20 7 080 
21 3 420 
22 4 800 
23 720 
24 3 600 
25 600 
26 1680 
27 360 
28 1530 
29 0 
30 720 
31 0 
32 480 
i &S6, i)
1 1 
2 -192 
3 2430 
4 -3 840 
5 -6 000 
6 -10 800 
7 30 330 
8 16 040 
9 -4 140 
10 2 970 
11 -23 520 
12 -1440 
13 -6 960 
14 -19 800 
15 20 
16 - 1200 
17 7 260 
18 -510 
19 4110 
20 - 120 
21 3 420 
22 4 800 
23 720 
24 720 
25 600 
26 1680 
27 360 
28 1530 
29 0 
30 720 
31 0 
32 288 
--- 
i 7’36 i) = f&i i) 
33 12 
34 60 
35 0 
36 300 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 120 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 
44 0 
45 0 
46 0 
47 0 
48 30 
49 0 
50 0 
51 0 
52 0 
53 0 
54 0 
55 0 
56 0 
57 0 
58 0 
59 0 
60 0 
61 0 
62 0 
63 0 
64 1 
Rothschild [8] gave an asymptotic formula for A,(n) vhich leads to the better 
estimates 
ldA,(n)=$‘+;n+O(ldn), Id q(n) = $I + O(ld n). 
This together with Lemma 5.1 yields: 
Theorem 5.2. Id C&Z) = $I + O(ld n). 
Employing this result, one can improve essentially the upper bound given in 
Lemma 5.1: 
Theorem 5.3. q(rir )/c,(n) s 3 Id v for it sti,@cient2y large. 
Mh m) =F(n - m, m) 
. .- L ” ’ 
1 2 >‘3 
-.r 
‘ 
4 
, : 
:y 5’ 
I . “,,J I 
6 7 z 9 
Y ‘, 
1 1 ’ a *I ” 
2 1 i , 
3 3 3 1 
4 19 19 7 1 
5 219 219 87 15 1 
6 4 231 4231 1783 355 31 1 
7 130 023 130 023 57 459 12 819 1383 63 1 
a 6 129859 6 129 ES9 2 816 707 689 047 a8 039 5299 127 1 
9 431723 379 431723 379 204 959 247 54097935 7 932819 598899 20247 255 1 . ‘ “_ 
A&m)=E(n-mm’ 
m 
n \ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 , 
2 L 1 
3 10 4 1 
4 98 34 8 1 
5 1618 526 118 36 1 
4 46922 13 618 2942 $18 32 1 
7 2 049 550 5596% 117286 17 158 1 SlO 64 1 
8 135 499898 35 206 834 7 195 958 1073506 104 328 5554 128 1 
9 13 243 258318 3301531848 66@822358 99%4 766 10450918 660406 ZO’758 256 1 
Prwf. By Lemma 3.1, we have 
F(n, 1) = 
On the s::her hand, Titeorem 3.4 kads to 
Table 4. Aver&e cardinality.of TO topok- on n s8 @MS 
co(n) 
pJ2+1 
It pmr - 
s(n) 
c&d 
4(n)=htn+1) 
A&) e,(n) 
0 1.0000 2.0000 2.Oooo 1.0000 1.0000 
1 2.0000 2.8284 1.4142 3.OOoO 1.5000 
2 3.33$3 4.0000 1.2000 6.3333 1.9000 
3 5.1579 5.6569 1.09ti7 11.5263 2.2347 
4 7.@52a 8.0000 1.0441 19.3196 2.5214 
5 kl*Wl ‘ 11313’1 iA 30.731? 2.7710 
6 15.7630 ’ lt’Ldf)ti i ,OlSO 47.1w 2.9908 
7 22.1049 22.6274 1.0236 . 70.4296 3.1862 
8 30.6?53 32.OQOO 1.0432 103.lOOtl 3.3610 
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For any k G n, we conclude 
A,(n+l)s(n+l) ‘f (“)A(n, n~)+~$~ (l)A(n, m)T 
mz0 m 
=yP(, l)+(n+l) 1 ( ---$-It (t)A(n, m) 
n+l- 
sk F(n, l)+nk+2Ao(n), 
whence 
q(n) = 
A,(n+l) n+l 
s- co(n)+ nk+2. 
A,(n) k 
Setting k = [(n + l)/(c Id n)]+ 1 with a constant c such that 2 CC < 3, we get 
q(n) < c Id n co(n) + 2(“+1)iC+3’dn. 
Now co(n) = 2n’2+o(‘dn) yields 
s(n) ----_<c ldn+2-c’“+0’1d”’ for c'=i-l/c>O, 
co(n) 
and clearly 2-c’n+*(1dnJ s l~(3 -c)ld n for n sufficiently large. 
The preceding proof shows that the factor 3 in Theorem 5.3 may be replaced 
with any constant greater than 2. On account of Table 4, it is conjectured that the 
quotient q(n)/cJn) is asymptotizlly equal to C Id n for some constant C, but we 
do not have any proof for a formula of this kind. 
Finally, let us study the average cardinality c(n) of arbitrary topologies (not 
necessarily To) on n points (See Table 5). In [6], it has been shown that in the 
enumeration of finite topologies, the non-T, part may be neglected asymptoti- 
cally: 
Table 5. Average cardinality of topologies on n d 8 points 
n Ah) c(n) 
-- 
0 1 1 
1 1 2 
2 4 12 
3 29 130 
4 355 2 338 
5 6 942 66 304 
6 209 527 2 871582 
7 9 535 241 185 726 958 
8 642 779 354 17 634 654 080 
c(n) 
c,(n) 
1 .oooo 1 .oooo 
2.0000 1 .YOOO 
3.0000 0.9000 
4.4828 0.8691 
6.5859 0.8595 
9.5511 0.8612 
13.7051 0.8694 
19.4780 0.8812 
27.4350 0.8944 
44 
LqT) -- 
1 ,oooo 
1 .oooo 
1.3333 
1.5263 
1.6210 
1.6407 
1.6115 
1.5555 
1.4889 
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We shall use this fact in order to show that the functions c(n) and c,(n) are 
asymptotically equal (not only their logarithms !). 
By definition, 
From Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 2.4, we derive 
E T(n,j)j= i S(n, m) E TJm,j)j= f S(n,m%-4 1) 
_ _ 
j-1 m= 1 j=l m=l 
= co(n) A&)+ n$ S(n, m)&m + 1,l). 
m= 1 
Using the inequality for Stirling numbers mentioned at the end of Section 3, we get 
nf S(n, nt)fi(m + 1, 1)~ c) a$ S(n, m + l)A,cm + 1) = c)A(n). 
m=l m=O 
Hence we obtain 
c(n) -- co(n) 
Aob) - + 0(n2) = co(n)( 1 + 2--d2+00dn9 + 0( n’), 
A(n) 
and Theorem 5.2 completes the proof of our final 
Theorem 5.4 c(n) = co( n)( 1 + 2-42+~1dn9 = 2n/2+0(1dn ). 
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